
Release Notes for 4/19/2022

IB Validation Rule Revisions
Validation rule 7173 was revised to make it clearer that the rule applies to when a school has IB

Diploma Programme courses but not sections for all of the courses.

Validation rule 7174 was modified to check for missing IB Middle Years Programme data only if

the course is associated with grade levels 9-12, while similar validation rule 7175 was modified

to check only if they submitted the course but do not have grades 9-12.

Validation rule 7176 was revised to make it more obvious to users that the rule applies when a

school is missing course section data for an IB Primary Years Programme.

Validation rule 7177 was revised to make it clearer that the rule applies to when a school has IB

Career-related Programme courses but has not submitted student sections for all of the

courses.

World Language Rule Revisions
The validation rule 7121 will end at the end of the 2022 school year and be replaced with the

new rule 7188, both of which flag when schools try to submit a “General” World Language

course code when they should submit a specific language code instead.

New validation rule 7190 has been implemented to warn schools when they may be

misreporting a Content-based World Language Program that’s for the wrong grade level; this

one flags for content courses over grade level 6.

Similarly, new validation rule 7192, much like existing rule 7165, has been implemented to warn

schools when they may be misreporting a Facilitated World Language Study program for the

wrong grade level; this rule also flags for courses associated with grade levels over 6.

Bug Fix
● Fixed validation rule 7172 so it’s no longer flagging for issues reporting IB when the

school doesn’t offer IB programs.
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